It is shown that a lattice-ordered group has a largest representaba convex /-subgroup and a largest normal valued convex /-subgroup. Other kernels are discussed.
1. Introduction. Throughout this note G will denote a lattice-ordered group (/-group). In [7, Theorem 1.6] J. Martinez proved that if G is a representable lattice-ordered group, then G had a largest hyperarchimedean (also called epiarchimedean) convex /-subgroup (the hyperarchimedean kernel). P. Conrad [5, Theorem 3 .5] extended this result to an arbitrary /-group. In [6] G. O. Kenny announced that a representable /-group had a largest archimedean convex /-subgroup (the archimedean kernel) and R. Redfield [8, Corollary 2.2] extended this result, again by dropping the hypothesis of representability. In this note we prove that if G is an /-group, then G has a largest representable convex /-subgroup (the representable kernel) and a largest normal valued convex /-subgroup (the normal valued kernel).
If A' is a subset of G, then [X] denotes the subgroup of-G generated by X, and C(C7) denotes the lattice of convex /-subgroups of G. The reader is referred to [4] for the standard terminology and results in /-groups. Theorem 2.3. // G is an l-group and %G {Ra (G),q)(G),5(G)}, then U 9C G %, U 9C íí invariant under all l-automorphisms of G, and % is a principal ideal of G(G).
